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SBB Research Fund: Research Topics Spring 2018  

1) Determining potential business models for the railway, taking into account new 
technologies and services. 
▪ Perception of the transport systems “rail” and “road” among the general public, 

expectations for their future development and implications for SBB’s position on the 
Swiss mobility market. 

▪ Factors which will influence and leverage the future purchasing decisions of logistic 
customers, taking into account digitization and self-driving lorries (B2B).  

▪ What requirements do customers have both now and in the near and distant future 
with regard to purchasing tickets (the purchasing process)? 

▪ What do customers expect from the SBB as a mobility integrator? Which services would 
the customer like to purchase (in the future) as a bundle or unbundled from multiple 
providers? What does the customer expect in the future in terms of the digital 
integration of services? What are the expected customer benefits and the willingness to 
pay for “mobility as a service” in a future mobility ecosystem? 

▪ Self Service Technology and robotics production and operations of processes are 
assumed to replace at least some of the human work in the future. What possible 
impacts will that have on future location decisions of companies in relation to the high 
wage country Switzerland? Which opportunities will this create for Switzerland as a 
center for industry and railway freight traffic? 

 
2) The opportunities and challenges of new technologies and digitization for public transport 

and Switzerland. 
▪ A new typology for transportation is needed: the terminology of public and private 

transportation is not feasible anymore. An approach could be to distinguish between 
individual and collective transportation. 

▪ Design of a potential Swiss Mobility System 2060 including a mega-jump in capacity on 
rail and road under the conditions of new transport modes. 

▪ Automated monitoring of railway infrastructure in the air with drones on specific 
routes: Which technologies and flight regulations must be developed in order to be able 
to deploy drones? How much potential does automated monitoring have? How can 
data from drones be integrated into rail operations? 

▪ Automatic travel tracking/post-price ticketing is now based on the positioning data that 
is recorded via smartphones (GPS). These are condensed into “travel routes”, using 
algorithms (machine learning), which are then charged to the customer. This has many 
drawbacks such as insufficient accuracy for local services, battery consumption and 
recording the travel route (data protection). How could these drawbacks be eliminated? 
Would it be feasible to have post-price ticketing that works without providing the user’s 
movement profile to the issuer of the invoice? 

▪ Today, SBB’s traffic control focuses on the SBB standard gauge network. A comparable 
traffic control system only exists for approaches for roads. A cross-carrier traffic control 
system will be a central element in a future, more closely connected form of mobility. 
How can a national cross-carrier traffic management system be created? Possible 
content includes creating an overview of an architecture for cooperation between 
modes of transport (national roads/tracks): players/roles in the traffic management 
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ecosystem, services and potential benefits – from an operational/financial perspective, 
management concepts, essential data/technologies. 

 
3) Comparison of the future total system costs of railways with the future costs of other 

transport services. Identifying opportunities to reduce structural costs, taking into 
account the increasing regulatory and spatial planning requirements. 
▪ Innovative measures to help improve and balance out utilization of the capacity of 

transport services and infrastructure during peak and off-peak hours. 
▪ Infrastructure and real estate investments and its impact on/interaction with the local 

regional economies. 
▪ There are different fare systems on public transport. Income is subsequently split 

between the transport companies on the basis of manual surveys (high expenditure). 
Could expenditure and costs be reduced with distributed ledger technologies 
(Blockchain, IOTA)? Which new structures would be necessary to facilitate the 
distributed, autonomous billing of mobility services? 

 
4) Smart, customer-oriented and safe increase of rail capacity as well as improved customer 

information for efficient, automatized and competitive railway services (“SmartRail 4.0”)- 
▪ Precise and cost-efficient real-time train and people localization which can also ensure 

at least the current level of safety (including methods to compare the safety levels of 
current and potential future localization methods).  

 
5) Security and disaster management: How to deal with the vulnerability of the systems due 

to digitization? Keywords are: High security level computing and data processing centers, 
cyber security, crisis management, fallback positions. 
▪ The protection of customer data is a key concern. Which technical measures (e.g. 

Blockchain, zero knowledge proof) could be used to make it possible for the customer 
to have complete control over how their data is used and passed on? The data should 
be so well protected that it would not be worthwhile for it to be hacked or leaked. 

▪ Traditional cyber security models are based on predetermined rules and can only react 
to what they know. Do any concepts and products based on adaptive cyber security 
models exist? What would be possible areas of application and which added value is 
there from a company’s perspective? 

 
 
 
 

Remarks:  

▪ Expressions of interest have to be communicated in English.  
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